SPEECHES
You've got a week to prepare a speech!
Each person will have the same topic:
“A person I admire…”
It can be anyone at all, living or dead, so long as it is someone that you really admire.
Your speech should tell us about them and tell us WHY you admire them.
You need to speak for at least 3 minutes, but no longer than 5 minutes.
No objects or pictures, just you and your palm cards created using a 'Lotus Diagram'.
Think about the things we listed that make a good speech.
Prepare at home, rehearse too!
Be prepared to present your speech next week.
(Week beginning 1st June)
GOOD LUCK!

B. MATHS – Decorate My Bedroom – Display Book/Folder
Set up your interior design decorating journey in a display book or folder. Label your plastic pockets with a cover page or use folder dividers. This task is to SET UP THE ORGANISATION FOLDER ONLY. Some suggestions to title your dividers are written below, you may like to create your own system.

✓ Front Cover (create one)
1. Table of contents
2. Dimensions (you will eventually create a table listing all required measurements for your ‘decorate my bedroom project – this will be walls, windows, door, furniture etc)
3. Plans & diagrams (Added in class)
4. Collected Catalogues/ Research/ Clippings (start adding to this now)
5. My Bedroom Interior Choice
6. My Final Furniture Choices (Begin finding items)
7. Expenditures/ Budget (Added in class)
8. Well Being Justifications (Added in class)
9. Other
Remember:
We are continuing with our integrated project. This week’s focus is on the assimilation of your countries culture into Australian society. Also you are looking into if any famous people have migrated from your chosen country to Australia. You will be working on this both in class and at home.

Reminders – Showcase ‘Quality’ Homework (stay neat)!!